In the supplementary material, we show the complete set of evaluation plots. Sec. 1 shows some evaluations of the most important parameters of our system and Sec. 2 shows the evaluation plots on four different datasets.

1 Influence of Parameters

Fig. 1 shows an evaluation of the most important parameters of our system, namely the choice of the layers of the pyramids (left/middle) and the choice of the center-surround ratio for creating the surround pyramid from the center pyramid (right). For each plot, we keep the other parameters which are not evaluated fixed to the optimal value.

It can be seen that the system is not very sensitive to both parameters: similar values also perform quite well. Even a single layer obtains reasonable results if the layer is chosen well (layer 2 or 3), which is interesting for high-speed performance on real-time systems. However, this diminishes also the ability of the system to generalize, thus we recommend to use at least 3 layers for good performance.

![Evaluation of parameters for our saliency system on the MSRA-1000 dataset. Left/middle: effect of layer choice of the pyramids. Right: Effect of Center-Surround Ratio parameter.](image)

2 Comparative Results on Benchmarks

We show the results of our VOCUS2 saliency system (V2-Basic = pixel-precise; V2-LP = pixel-precise with location prior; V2-Prop = segment-based generated
with object proposals) obtained in four different datasets for salient object segmentation: MSRA 10k [5] in Fig. 2, ECSSD [13] in Fig. 3, PASCAL-S [10] in Fig. 4 and SED [3] in Fig. 5. We compare our method with the following saliency methods: Itti’s iNVT [7], the SaliencyToolbox (STB) [12], HZ08 [6], AIM [4], AC09 [1], AC10 [2], CoDi [9], HSaliency [13], Yang 2013 [14], and DRFI [8].

In terms of weighted F-measure [11] the results show that our method that integrates segmentation (V2-Prop) is the best in the MSRA 10k (Fig. 2, left), PASCAL-S (Fig. 4, left) and SED2 (Fig. 5, bottom left) datasets; it is third on SED1 (Fig. 5, top left) and second on ECSSD (Fig. 3, left). The weighted F-measure plots are separated into the methods that incorporate segmentation (left hand side) and those that do not (right hand side).

In the precision-recall plots, our V2-LP method outperforms all other pixel-precise methods, except in SED2, in which the V2-Basic approach is better. This can be easily explained since the SED2 dataset incorporates less center bias since each frame contains 2 objects. Among the segment-based approaches, the V2-Prop method is usually ranked 2nd or 3rd. The gap between our method and the top methods results at least partly from the limitations of the precision-recall plots as announced by [11]. Please note also that we intentionally optimized our code only on the MSRA-1000 dataset and not, as some other methods, on all test datasets.

Fig. 3: ECSSD Dataset results. Left: weighted F-measure from [11]. Right: Precision-recall curves (AUC-values in parentheses). V2-Basic: pixel-precise saliency map. V2-LP: pixel-precise saliency map with location prior. V2-Prop: proposal maps obtained from generating object proposals and fusing them to a saliency map.

Fig. 4: PASCAL-S Dataset results. Left: weighted F-measure from [11]. Right: Precision-recall curves (AUC-values in parentheses). V2-Basic: pixel-precise saliency map. V2-LP: pixel-precise saliency map with location prior. V2-Prop: proposal maps obtained from generating object proposals and fusing them to a saliency map.
Fig. 5: SED1 and SED2 Datasets results. Left: weighted F-measure from [11]. Right: Precision-recall curves (AUC-values in parentheses). V2-Basic: pixel-precise saliency map. V2-LP: pixel-precise saliency map with location prior. V2-Prop: proposal maps obtained from generating object proposals and fusing them to a saliency map.
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